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put it in neutral
We know what we want in a neutral palette:
sophisticated, soothing, versatile.
What we don’t want? Boring beige. These Ralph
Lauren Paint color combos hit the sweet spot.
by jody garlock | photos kat teutsch
stylist ed gallagher

greige + yellow

FIND OUT WHAT MAKES THIS
PALETTE WORK. SEE PAGE 64.

A muted yellow inside
the bookcase wakes
up this palette just the
right amount.
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Notice the
difference?
Semigloss paint
makes the
crown molding
stand out.

CABINET EXTERIOR
Torch Black RL1576

CABINET INTERIOR

Ancient Alloy ME123
WALLS Hayrick RL1228
TRIM Candlewick
White RL1200
(Ralph Lauren Paint;
homedepot.com)

taupe + dark green

THE PALETTE A cool tan teamed with two dark
and moody hues: an almost-black green and its
metallic twin.
WHY IT WORKS This deepest of dark greens is
a sophisticated alternative to the usual black on
furniture. Inside the cabinet, deep silver-green
metallic paint is a shiny surprise. The taupe on
the wall has enough presence to stand up to the
cabinet and to the room’s abundant natural light.
A lighter wall color would have created more
contrast—and a less soothing look.
GOOD TO KNOW Shifting the paint sheens creates
extra interest on a piece of furniture. Semigloss
gives the cabinet luster in strategic places, such
as the crown molding and knobs. The same trick
works on walls and trim; use the glossier sheen on
crown molding to make it stand out.

NEED MORE CHOICES?

See six more neutral palettes from
Ralph Lauren Paint. BHG.com/Palettes
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blue + gray

THE PALETTE Two shades of gray-blue—one light
and wispy, the other bold—paired with a versatile
gray that could be mistaken for a putty color.
WHY IT WORKS Blue is a natural neutral—think
sky and sea. Also think fog. These blues have gray
undertones, so they look chic, not juvenile. The
warm gray of the bed bridges the light walls and
the more intense blue on the bedside table.
GOOD TO KNOW To get a blue that’s not baby, you
need to go more gray than you think. Put several
blue paint chips against a gray one; you’ll be able
to tell which ones veer gray.

WALLS Bespoke RL1084
TRIM Cove Point RL1063
BED Gray Coat RL1133
TABLE Napoleon RL1836
(Ralph Lauren Paint;
homedepot.com)
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White on
the window
nook and
baseboards
crisps up the
gray palette.
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Not quite ready for COLOR IN YOUR
BOOKCASE? Go a few shades darker
than the walls for a no-fail neutral pop.

greige + yellow

WALLS, CABINET
EXTERIOR, SHELVES

Dovecote RL1199
TRIM Duck
Grey RL1205

CABINET INTERIOR,
TOPS OF SHELVES

THE PALETTE Greige—a neutral that blends the warmth of
beige with the sophistication of gray—and muted yellow.
WHY IT WORKS Two shades and two sheens of greige give
the room depth. We used lighter and shinier on the trim
and cabinetry, darker and flatter on the walls. They work
together because they share the same tonal value. (How
do you know? Look at them together. If no one color jumps
out, you’re there.) The grayed-back yellow adds energy
with no loss of elegance—something a sunny yellow
couldn’t have done.
GOOD TO KNOW Try greige where you might be inclined to
use white or cream. It’s just as versatile and has an organic
feel that suits any surroundings. n
For complete buying information: BHG.com/Resources

Soft Ocher RL1390
(Ralph Lauren Paint;
homedepot.com)
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